‘ The aim of education is knowledge , not facts but of values’

Value Embodiment Day

We take pride to share the values inculcated in us!
This is the pious motto of every Dipsites and it is redolent in their actions. Values like
respecting environment, elders, skills development and cleanliness were showcased by the
students with eagerness and passion. The involved participation of our children is an
assurance to all of us that our young generation is in the right hands and on the right path.
The future is promising and present is bright.

RAPTUROUS PLAUDITS!
The students of DWPS , Noida Extension once again proved
their mettle by bagging Certificate of Excellence in various
Inter-School competitions.
• Art & Craft Competition- HASTKALA -ABSTRACT
PAINTING was organised by G.D.Goenka Swarn Nagri Greater
Noida in the month of November.
RESULT -Kamya - Verbal Mention Award - Class- XI-C
• Spectrum- 2020- was organised by Vishawa Bharati
Bublic School Ghaziabad in the month of November
RESULT -Aanya Sangar- 1st position in Patriotic Song
Competition –ClassVII
Yashvi Srivastav- 3rd position Classical Dance CompetitionClass IV
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School
Art Integrated Curriculum

.

DWPS Senior and Middle school
rolls into the dynamism of
Art!An initiative to give
exposure
of
complete
experiential
learning
and
provide an equitable learning
environment with various Art
integrated activities namely
painting, PPT making, story
telling, Sketching etc. were
taken up to engage the students
to reinforce and enhance
specific skills and content.The
state of Meghalaya being the
theme, brought out innovative
and amazing presentations on
different subjects from the
student's end.

Working on constantly towards
Art Integrated Project, we, at
DWPS, aim at making our
students knowledgeable and
superpower. With the second
round of Art Integrated Project,
focusing on Arunachal Pradesh,
our young minds continued to
showcase their talents in
exploring the state inside and
out. The idea behind these
projects is to instill in them the
indomitable
spirit,
strong
character and strength of mind
to explore the
culture,
inhabitants, cuisine, art form,
tourist spots and landscape of
our Indian Pride. May our
students learn, succeed and
achieve their best.

School
“Art connects what words cannot- it is an absolute magic and miracle of colours”
Art is there to make us realize the importance of
pursuing our passion and expressing ourselves.
Keeping the same ideal at the forefront, and to mark
the importance of festival of lights- Diwali,an inter class online Art Competition was conducted for
students of Classes IX- XII inNovember. The theme of
the competition was ‘Eco Friendly Diwali ‘in which
students displayed their creativity and artistic talent
and won the heart of judges with their vivid
imagination.
Kudos to all the prize winners!!
.
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Teacher’s Professional Development Program
With an aim to engage the 21st century students
with innovative techniques of learning during this
Pandemic, DWPS empowered the teachers to
“Blended learning”, which isthe thoughtful
integration of classroom face-to-face learning
experiences with online learning experiences.” An
educative workshop was conducted by the
Principal MsJyoti Arora where the guidance was
given in using online tools to communicate and
.
collaborate through technology.

School
Community Helpers

‘

Community Helpers are everywhere!
Throughout our communities — we meet
hard-working people every day. Prep
students of DWPS Noida Extension have
learned about different people in the
community. The children were explained
about the services and tools of
Community Helpers. To enhance their
knowledge, a ‘role play’ activity was
conducted in Pre primary wing in which
the tiny ones used tools and enacted their
roles with props of different helpers and
introduced themselves. The value of
‘Respect for all Helpers’ was also
inculcated in them by making them aware
that all jobs are important and worthy of
respect. It displayed immense selfconfidence while speaking and narrating
their role.

Story Narration activity

School
DIWALI CELEBREATIONS
Lantern, Toran & Diya Making Activity
Masterpieces from our little buddies transforming precious moments
into magnificent minutes!

‘

Students created their own interior designing for their rooms this Diwali. Right from
cleaning the mess and decorating the space, this activity gave them a greater sense of
pride and responsibility to their home and room. Diwali task well accomplished!

School
SPARKS OF IMAGINATION

CREATIVE CORNER

By- Ritika Sharma
XI A

Team School Scoop:
▪ Ms Ekta Dhawan
▪ Ms Deepika Agarwal
▪ Ms Alpi Agarwal
▪ Ms Sumathi Krishnan
▪ Ms Meena Upreti
▪ Mr Nitin Rana

By- Yashvi Shrivastava
IV B

A sneak peek ( for the month of
December ‘20) :
▪ Special Assembly Christmas
▪ Inter house Model Comptetion
▪ Inter house Act play

